Amendments to draft resolution "Prevention of Deforestation of Ukraine"

№
1

Party
Line
Bündnis 90/ Die 12
Grünen

Action
add

Current Text

2

Bündnis 90/ Die 13-14
Grünen

replace

However, outside Ukraine, this
legislative act by the Ukrainian
parliament considered as
being
contrary
to
the
principles of free trade. In
particular,
the
European
Union...

3

Miljöpartiet
Gröna

de 16

add

4

Miljöpartiet
Gröna

de 18

add
before
"We…"

Proposed Amendment
Explanation/Comment
Unfortunately, this moratorium has not stopped
deforestation and provoked smuggling and so
called "grey exports" (wrong category
declaration for example as waste wood or fire
wood).
However, the moratorium is not compatible
with Ukraine's commitments within the WTO
and under the Association Agreement with the
EU and therefore the European Union...

While this may be in line with the EU:s policy for The EU should not use its strength
raw materials, it limits the development choices to impose limits on trade or
of Ukraine.
development
partners
development
policy
choices
simply to benefit EU industries.
Further, forcing Ukraine to drop its moratorium To clarify and emphasize the point
could significantly increase the market in the resolution text.
pressure to cut down its forests.
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№
5

Party
Line
Europe Ecologie 18-19
Les Verts

Action
delete

Current Text
Proposed Amendment
We, the European Greens,
emphasise
that
the
consideration
of
environmental factors must
be a priority in the process of
international
economic
cooperation.

6

Bündnis 90/ Die 21
Grünen
Bündnis 90/ Die 23
Grünen

replace

to cancel

7

add

not to insist on

Explanation/Comment
In this particular resolution,
deforestation is not considered as
a fundamentally environmental
issue, it is also a question of local
economy and this sentence could
apply to all policies. It would be
interesting for the EGP to have a
global resolution on our Green
European
vision
of
environnemental issues (New
policy paper). The question of
deforestation, risen here by our
Ukrainian friends is also an issue
for almost all EU members.

...to Ukraine, and to work together with the
Ukrainian authorities in order to overcome it
with the adoption of a legislation which at the
same time introduces environmental protection
standards and prevents deforestation and
illegal logging and therefore support...
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№
8

Party
Line
Europe Ecologie 25
Les Verts

Action
add

Current Text
New paragraph

Proposed Amendment
Deforestation is a conveyor belt to devastating
climate change and species loss that the world
must stop, and fast. “It is hypocritical for
Europe to portray itself as a climate leader
while doing little to slow its own insatiable
appetite for the fruits of destroyed forests.” The
EU has to set an example, the battle against
deforestation must be fought also in Europe
(Ukraine, Poland ...)
To combat deforestation a number of EU
policies need to be reinforced. Moreover, in the
context of climate negotiations two concrete
and ambitious proposals have to be enforced
(i) establishing a new instrument to generate
significant funding to tackle deforestation and
forest degradation, the Global Forest Carbon
Mechanism; (ii) testing the inclusion of
deforestation in carbon markets.

Explanation/Comment
Give amore european vision and
responsibility to the question of
deforestation in Europe too.

The EU needs to take a leading role to shape
the global policy response to deforestation. The
European Commission and the EU Member
States must work together to pool resources
and ensure that actions are complementary.
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